Idea / Formation Stage Startups
Name of the Idea / Formation
Stage Startups

Description

Most Affordable Houses

In India more than 1.77 million people don’t have house
and it’s a big dream to them. The young innovators
came up with a revolutionary innovations in
construction field to build a affordable houses. It will be
constructed with new aggregates developed by the
team.

DECRTO

It is a Latin phrase that means "Fight to the end". This
company provides initial financial and commercial
support for start-ups through investors or banks.
Provides assistance to the innovators from the idea stage
to the final product launch.

Upeed

It is an Ecommerce for constructional Materials, its main
motive is to deliver construction materials to the far end
villages. It will also provide quantity, cost estimation and
planning for construction, Upeed provides A to Z
provisions of construction

IORT

Internet of Robotic things: It produces TOY’s that are
useful to children using Arduino based Kits. It is interface
of IOT and Robotics that can communicable with
security features. It is a transformable device that can be
used for different purposes Ex: DIY Robot.

AG Drone

Indian farmers are facing a big problem with scarcity of
labour for fertilizing and spraying pesticides in the fields.
Team AG Drone making a user friendly drone to spray
pesticides and fertilizers in the field. The drone is capable
of identifying the crop health, and can survey the fields.

Online mobile services

It is online service provided to sell refurbished mobiles at
affordable cost, and repair mobiles in minimum time at
any place and give delivery with in specified time.

Vehicle doctor

Troubleshooting is the biggest problem when a vehicle
breaks down in middle of our journey. The team
developing an innovative application to bring all the
motor mechanics to a unique platform to provide repair
and service to all the vehicles.

Speed Copy

Passport size photos, Printouts or Binding of books are
needed for every one very effectively and these needs
cab be quenched by this app. The solution is just send
document/image through the app link and printout of
document / image / photo book/ binded will be
delivered by the people who are having local tie-ups

Plastic Bricks

The pollution is increasing day by day due to
unrestricted usage of plastics. Due to this pollution we
have been effected with the problems like global
warming, soil erosion. To reduce the plastic pollution on
our planet, waste plastic can be converted in to bricks,
service stones, benches and dustbins etc…

Seasonal Bite

Fit buddy

Developing a solar powered vehicle with anattachable
small cabin to make & sell fresh milk shakes, fruit crush,
other seasonal product specials, and Milk products.

Making an online training tutorials for what food
supplements one has to take, what exercises can reduces
the fat to become fit. Team is planning to develop a
unique platform for natural protein supplements and
simple exercise to be fit.
Make training tutorials and create unique platform for
• Food supplements one has to take.
• Exercises/ workouts to stay fits.
• Natural protein supplements to use.

